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From the President
We have made it to the end of another ski season and year. As
I do my research, Snowy Hydro tells me that the Snowy’s
reached a peak snow depth of 228.89cm on the 29th of
August. I was lucky enough staying at the lodge with my
family for what seems to be the annual snow dump to lake
level - triggering chains to be fitted from the Thredbo river for
the drive to Perisher. After a somewhat extended drive up the
hill (nearly 2 hours) I enjoyed an amazing (although
somewhat chilly) day on the mountain.
And while my skiing time for 2019 is some months ago, as I write this on the
second day of summer, I am sitting in Canberra wearing long pants and a
jumper with the heater on and it is 11 degrees outside. Thredbo has broken the
Australian record for the lowest maximum temperature for a day in summer in
Australia – peaking at a maximum of -1. The following photo was taken at
Perisher on 2 December and looks much more like early season snow than
summer weather.

The committee held our annual lodge meeting in mid-November, and we were
lucky enough to enjoy an amazing day in Jindabyne looking out over the lake.
During the day we worked through our regular conversations around the day to
day operations of the club, but invested a significant amount of time into talking
about continuing to develop RASCAL in line with the original intent – to
support “Activities in Leisuretime” in the Snowy Mountains. We continue to
see the lodge heavily booked and utilised during the peak winter period, but
there are significant opportunities to use RASCAL as a base to participate in
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activities like bushwalking, cycling, fishing and swimming/ paddling/ waterskiing – or even just relaxing. While RASCAL is currently in a sustainable
position with membership and lodge utilisation (i.e. our source of income)
increasing the membership and associated lodge usage will allow us to plan
better for the future. At this stage RASCAL does not have a capped
membership so please promote the club to family and friends who you believe
would be a good fit for the friendly culture of the club and would enjoy
participating in activities in the mountains.

Images: Summer activities in Jindabyne
I encourage all members to think about opportunities to promote additional
usage of the lodge. Outside of peak ski season, there is flexibility about how we
let members book and use the lodge. For only $300/night during the week or
$900 for Friday and Saturday night you can have exclusive access to the lodge
via a block booking. (This also takes away the normal requirements around
member/guest ratios.) The booking schedule on the website indicates the
weekends that are available for block bookings, however the committee is able
to shuffle these around if you have a requirements outside of these times – so
please feel free to reach out to Lee-Ann our office manager if you are interested
in considering a block booking.
With everyone starting to move into holiday mode I encourage you to plan and
book ahead for trips to Jindabyne. If you are typically a winter user consider
digging out your bike, walking boots or fishing rod and booking a weekend in
summer. If you are typically a summer user consider a trip to enjoy the snow.
While you are doing this please don’t assume that if the time that you are
looking at going to the lodge is currently available that it will remain available –
ie BOOK AHEAD!! And – if you see a time that you do want to stay in the
lodge and can’t get the accommodation that you require, please reach out to
Lee-Ann our office manager who may be able to leverage agreements that we
have with other clubs in the area to assist you with your requirements.
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All of our members should have received an email inviting you to renew your
subscription for 2020. As with previous years, if you renew prior to the 31st of
December each adult member will receive an accommodation voucher of $50
towards accommodation in the lodge next year. So please everyone jump
online, renew for 2020 and plan some trips to Jindabyne.
I wish everyone a safe and happy Christmas and New Year period and look
forward to seeing you all in 2020.
Colin McLean..

Reflections in the snowy
mountains
The topic for the 2020 RASCAL
photo competition is ‘Reflections’.
Each member and their guests can
enter up to two photos per person
and the runners up and winner will
be announced at our AGM next
year.
The winner will receive a bottle of
wine valued at $50.
See our website for more
information.

Our current membership:
RASCAL has 372 current members
of which
• 283 are adult full members
• 77 are junior full members
• 9 adult summer members
• 3 junior summer members
An additional 25 people are lapsed
members who need to pay their
2019 subscription fee to stay
members of RASCAL.
Your newsletter email will tell you
if your membership has lapsed.
167 members have already renewed
for 2020 and the adult members
have received their $50 early
renewal vouchers.
Thank you to those members who
have already renewed!

Get creative with reflections on
mirrors, lakes, glass or anything
else which showcases the snowy
mountains!
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Who is the RASCAL member on ‘Ski the High Country’?
Do you know this current member? Who is this belle from the late 1970s?
Such elegance and state of the art
cross country ski gear –including
bamboo poles, rat trap 3 pin
bindings, knickerbockers set off with
Nordic designed knee-high woollen
socks, a Fair Isle woollen jumper and
a most dashing hat!

In those days, a pair of top skis cost
$30-$70 and bindings would set you
back an extra $6-$8. The book cost
the princely sum of $3.50.

It is…. Judy Webb, a Rascal member
since 1984. She STILL skis with the
Fischer Europa Step skis in the photo
and Judy in August 2019 skied in
these very same skis from Perisher to
Charlotte Pass Hotel in the annual
KAC cross country ski race. She won
her age category!!!!
Judy and her then husband, John
Turnbull, owned a photography
business just above the Paddy Pallin
shop on Northbourne Ave, Civic.
John wrote the book about Nordic
touring on the roof of Australia
called, “Ski the High Country” in
1978. Judy features throughout the
book including a beautiful shot of her
snuggled into a down sleeping bag.

A few years later in the early 1980s,
Judy and another Rascal member,
Ann Robinson, whilst shopping in an
exclusive boutique (called Sasha's) at
Thredbo came upon a stunning ski
jacket made by the exclusive brand,
Jag, featuring the front cover photo
from the book! This was a complete
surprise since Jag had not requested
permission for its use nor informed
the author of their actions. Here are 2
photos of Judy holding her book
AND wearing the Jag ski jacket in
the 1980s!!!

The book is available for reading at
the National Library: Bib ID
2373445.
Article written by Marg Sharp
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October 2019 Working Bee

We want to express our sincere thanks to our October working bee participants.
The members and their guests who attended the working bee were
• Ruth Beveridge

• Moir Holmes

• David Stockdale

• John Beveridge

• Ken Moylan

• Judith Webb

• Diana Beaver

• Lorraine Palmer

• Gregory Weeks

• Ian Beaver

• Anne Robinson

• Karon Willoughby

• Gale Funston

• Antoinette
Stockdale

• Wendy Zarb

• Gavin Holmes

Thank you!
Your work keeps RASCAL lodge safe, comfortable and clean for everyone! We
hope that all members who can will consider joining us on a working bee in
2020! (See the calendar for dates)
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I never thought I’d be skiing at 40oC (and loving it)
Written by James Gibson of the Canberra Alpine Club for their newsletter
While most of you are dreaming of
skiing in the northern hemisphere,
we’re in the middle of a recordbreaking Australia wide heatwave
and I’m sure you are wondering how
skiing at 40o+ is even possible?
Well it is when I’m in Fyshwick at
Vertikal Indoor snow sports. So what
led to this apparent madness, where
Paolo the instructor is spraying me
with water under the big-ass fan (yes,
that’s its name… wait till you see it)?
It all started a few months ago
following the end of what was a great
Australian ski season. I’m a strong
skier, but I knew that some things
which were not quite right. Things
that were getting worse as I got older.
Knees were hurting more and more.
Turns where it took a while to
establish the carve, and sometimes
tails washing out. And did I mention
that my knees hurt?
Last season I decided to do
something different, to come out of
the trees and the off-piste, and revisit
technique. Given it was my 50th
skiing anniversary, my technique is a
layered history that includes straight
203
slalom
racing
skis,
Austrian/French style overlayed with
American bump technique,
mountaineering and safety turns,
then the evolution of carved skis and
adaptation all over again. The
dominating characteristic was energy
and attack, turns have to work in the
trees (plus A-framing, my knees
hurt). What would happen if I did a
season of Masters Race training?
Would I improve?

I learnt a lot in race training. First,
unlike tree skiing, I learnt that you
intend to hit the poles! Oww, this is
one technique I need to forget offpiste. Second, I was A-framing
(knew that), but what was this about
the inside little toe and steering with
the inside ski? On piste my outside
ski did all the work, while the inside
tagged along…
What? Run that by me again. The
inside ski is weighted too, steers and
leads the turn and the outside ski
tracks with it? What does it mean
that I’m putting in too much effort
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and driving too much angulation
from the knees, not to mention
they’re too bent? Isn’t that what
we’re meant to do? Bruce Hartigan
the instructor said that what I, and
many of us, really need is to go back
to the beginning and rebuild my
technique. But how?
I needed to go back to basics, to
rebuild my technique from basic
snowplough, and spend many hours
to ensure these the new habits would
replace the old ones. Repetition
equals effective training but
repetition alone won’t work. I didn’t
want to do best practice of existing
bad practice.
Imagine if I could find a place which
skied like real snow. Where an
instructor could watch me like a
hawk, and I got real time feedback
while I was skiing. Imagine if we
could do that on the slopes; and
imagine the poor instructor skiing
backwards while training a highspeed GS turn. Not going to work.

VertiKal have kindly
offered RASCAL
members 10% off
bookings.
Be sure to mention
you’re a RASCAL
member when
booking in!

But it does work at Vertikal! They
provide year-round access to slopes
that simulate real terrain. Unlike
other indoor ski trainers, I guarantee
that this really feels like skiing. And
besides, it’s the same slope
technology the Swiss ski team use for
off-season training!
Even better, the VertiKal slopes are
unforgiving so you can’t get away
with those minor mistakes which real
snow would let slide. Get it wrong
and the slope will tell you and then
Paolo will tell you why. He’s a font
of knowledge, technique, sports
mechanics and inspiring. Try to
imagine doing repeated turns while
Paolo incrementally provides

(Continued on next page)
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feedback - a bit less hip, watch, both
knees need to start moving together,
you’re bending too much, stand up
more then tell me if it works better.
Let me draw you a diagram, work on
the turns you are doing right not why
you are doing some wrong.
Sometimes a little A-frame creeps in
and my uphill ski darts up the hill.
Oops, I’m on the mat and just got
horizontal at Vertikal.
I got my wish and my skiing is
evolving again. And it does feel
different, sometimes quite radically.
My body is learning and my muscle
memory is now doing the right
things. It is a great way to perfect
technique and much faster than
instruction at the snow.
I’ve unlocked a way ahead in my
skiing. A way to fight off at least
some of the degradation age brings.
Surprisingly, my knees also hurt less
due to some massage techniques
Paolo taught me and the changes to
my ski technique.
Now you know why I was skiing in a
heatwave, because repetition and

training at Vertikal are so good for
me I really can’t miss out. Besides, if
you’ve never tried skiing during a
heatwave in a cooling mist you have
missed something. It’s surprising
fun.
So could this be for you? In my
experience, everyone can benefit. If
you are working with beginners what
better way to get them on their ski
legs and able to cruise the mountain
sooner - and not in beginners hell
where everyone suffers. Or perhaps
you want to improve no matter your
current standard, or just get fit.
Expect that it will take a couple of
times to acclimatise but it’s worth it.
There are already a number of
Canberra Alpine Club members who
are regulars at VertiKal and it is a
great welcoming environment.
I wasn’t planning to ski overseas this
summer but now I am going to
Furano at the end of February. I
couldn’t wait till next winter to see
how well this translates on the snow.
I’ll report back. Meantime, give it a
try.

RASCAL’s under 30’s weekend
Are you a RASCAL member aged between 18 and 30 years old? Would you
be interested in meeting other RASCAL members of a similar age?
We want to know if you are interested in us coordinating an under 30’s
weekend at the lodge. It would be open to all members between the ages of
18 and 30, whether you have junior or senior membership. Each RASCAL
member could bring a guest (staying in the same room). Each room would
cost $90 for both the Friday and Saturday nights. The normal lodge rules,
including courtesy and respect to the other people staying would of-course
still apply.
If you’re interested, please email me at OfficeManager@rascal.asn.au. If
enough people are interested, then I will book it in for the second half of next
year. Lee-Ann Swift, Office Manager
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Dr Norman ‘Nobby’ Elvin
Norman ‘Nobby’ Elvin was
instrumental in setting up RASCAL
Inc. and building RASCAL lodge.
Many of our early members will
remember Nobby fondly.
His love of adventure drove him,
and he was still enjoying the snowy
mountains at the age of 84.
His fascinating and heart-warming
obituary is available from the
Canberra times at
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/s
tory/6482010/hospital-founder-deepthinker-and-tireless-explorer
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Frequently Asked Questions to the Office Manager
Question: The room I want to book is only available for part of my stay, can I
change rooms part way through my booking?
Answer: Yes you can, this is very useful in winter when the lodge is busy and
members are allowed a limited number of bookings. Follow these steps:
1. Select the nights you want and your booking type in the normal way.
2. When you are asked to add the people staying, add anyone who will be
swapping rooms in twice, making sure to use the drop-down list for members.

3. Change the first night and last night dates so that one row shows the nights
would will stay in the first room and the other shows when you will stay in
the second.

4. Put each row in a different room.
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5. Then select the rooms that you want to stay in. It helps to pay attention to the
colour of each row so you remember which row is for which nights.

6. Finish the booking process as you normally would.
Question: I was prevented from making a booking because renewals haven’t
opened yet (or because I have used my limit of winter bookings). When will I be
able to book?
Answer: I’ve included a list of key dates including booking dates, working bees,
and RASCAL functions on the next page.
Question: I’m heading up to the lodge soon and haven't received my front door
code yet, can you help?
Answer: Yes but you may just be too early. Your access codes and stay
information will be automatically emailed to you 3 days before your first night at
the lodge. Make sure your email address is correct when you book and check
your junk mail if it is less than 3 days before your stay.
You can also find your access codes and information on our website up to 3 days
before your first night. After logging into the website go to the ‘my page’ tab then
click on ‘Room Allocation and key Codes’.

If you need the codes earlier, for example, if you are going bushwalking and will
not have internet access in the three days before your first night, let me know and
I will send them to you early.
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Rascal Inc
Key Dates Calendar
Date

Event

31 December 2019

Last day to renew your membership in order to receive your earl
renewal accommodation voucher of $50

29 February 2019

Working bee – join in to receive an $80 accommodation voucher

1 March 2020

2nd allocation of winter books opens – see our by-laws for more
information

14 March 2010

Hike de Femme – contact Office Manager to book

25 March 2020
(tentative)
2 May 2020

RASCAL Annual General Meeting

TBA

RASCAL pre-season social function

2 June 2020
10 October 2020

Final allocation of winter bookings opens – see our by-laws for more
information
Working bee – join in to receive an $80 accommodation voucher

24 October 2020

Committee meeting at the lodge

1 December 2020

Renewals for 2021 open

1 December 2020

Casual bookings for 2021 open, including winter period

31 December 2020

Last day to renew your membership for 2021 in order to receive your
early renewal voucher!

Mini working bee – join in to receive an $80 accommodation voucher

Please note that event dates may be subject to change, final dates will be
advertised on our website in the lead up to the event.

Want more information?
Keep an eye on our website www.rascal.asn.au for up to date information or
contact Lee-Ann, our Office Manager, using these details
Email: OfficeManager@rascal.asn.au
Phone: 0499 047 077
Mail: PO Box 7137, KALEEN ACT 2617

